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KAYAK RADIO
By Bill Dekle - KV6Z

I’ve been messing about in small boats1 now for over 50 years and I’ve been a
licensed amateur radio operator for nearly 40. This summer, the two hobbies converged.
Inspired by what I found on the internet (a small sampling is listed in footnote 2), I
decided to give ‘maritime mobile’ a try. My current kayak set-up is shown in the photo.
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I got my first kayak 20 years ago. It was a ‘sit-in’ fiberglass white-water type and,
although it was great for Buffalo River camping trips, it was not well suited for flatwater
use. At 6’2”, 200 pounds, I felt too confined in it when using it on lakes and it did
nothing to help my chronic lower back pain. The Perception Sport “sit-on-top” you see in
the photo gave me much more freedom of movement, was more stable, and tracks better
due to a bit of a keel built into the hull. The only downside was the weight. I used to
cartop the 31 lb river kayak and just slung it over one shoulder and walked it down to the
water. For the 12 foot plastic boat I use now, I bought a used jet ski trailer.
The antenna is a pair of “Quick-Stick” antennas configured as a dipole using hardware
made for that purpose3 and mounted on a 6 foot length of ¾ inch diameter PVC pipe. I
tried a vertical with a trailing wire counterpoise but was never happy with the ‘jumpy’
SWR it produced, plus I didn’t really want to drag a wire around the lake. Although my
antenna choice may not be the most efficient and has a very limited bandwidth (I don’t
currently take a tuner with me), it is easy to tune, gives a stable SWR, is cheap, and, best
of all, it works! I wrestled with how high I wanted to go with the mast, and six feet felt
about right as a balance between antenna height and the moment it causes when the
kayak rocks due to wave action. I’m not overly obsessed with DX and my main goal was
to QSO with 4SQRP stations. So NVIS was fine with me and I got some comfort when I
found an article by Pat Lambert wherein he argues that 1/20 wavelength above ground
was a good height4. (Antenna theory just flat-out gives me a headache.)
Mounting the antenna mast was my first problem. I had already drilled holes in the
boat for the Sonar/GPS unit and the 12 v power jack and I felt that was enough so I
thought long and hard before I came up with the antenna base shown in the photo.
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When the PVC frame is installed into the two scupper holes and the guy ropes are
attached, it is really quite stable. All I have to do is plug in the mast, clip the 3 guy lines
on, plug in the coax, and I’m good to go.

The plastic hooks at the rope ends can just barely sustain the stress without deforming, so
I intend to replace them with metal clips. What you can’t see in the photo is the hardwood
dowel section I inserted into the antenna mast to anchor the eye screws.
Except for the antenna system, I carry the entire radio station in a small fishing tackle
bag that doubles as a makeshift radio platform. With the radio deployed, there’s just
enough room left for my legs.
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The station consists of an HB-1B transceiver, earbuds, and a plexiglass ‘table’ made from
an old clipboard. The paddles are homebrew and were made from micro switches out of a
discarded computer mouse, guitar picks, and pieces of a broken dipstick from my XYL’s
Nissan. (I knew her car would come in handy some day.) A metal plate cut from a candy
tin is glued to the table and allows the magnetic based paddles to be repositioned for
operating comfort. The power jack can be seen on the console just below the rod holder
base.
I’ve always carried a battery for the Sonar/GPS unit so all I had to do for radio power
was wire a second circuit for the power jack. I made a battery box from a foam camping
pad primarily to reduce noise and it fits nicely below deck between the foot wells. I fused
both circuits as close to the 8 Ah battery as possible. The battery is secured by a bungee
cord that runs around the forward scupper posts and is not shown in its final position.
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Although it has been the most fun I’ve ever had with radio, the fun does not come
without a cost - and that cost is preparation. I’ve got a checklist that’s about as long as
this article and I don’t carry unnecessary items in the kayak - no antenna analyzer, no
antenna tuner, no balun, no spare connectors or cables. I decide what frequency I will be
operating on and tune the antenna before I leave home. That may change in the future,
but right now I’m a firm believer that simple is better. And - I’ve learned that in a kayak,
everything you carry will eventually get wet. All it takes is one errant paddle stroke or a
stream of water that bypasses the drip rings. Many of these challenges are reduced in a
larger boat. When I operate from my 14 foot 1958 Crestliner, I feel like I’m in my living
room. That set-up uses a 10 foot mast of 1 inch diameter PVC.
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Operating can be a challenge. There are waves to contend with, great scenery and
wildlife to watch, and a host of other distractions that must be dealt with. I have a lot to
learn and lots of improvements to make but, so far, I’ve had pretty good luck. I’ve been
able to arrange QSOs with 4SQRP members using the whimsical “LOTA/BOTA” title on
the email reflector and have checked into the 8 a.m. Sunrise Net from both boats with no
problems. And, so far, I haven’t been ‘skunked’ while operating ‘/mm’.
It’s not for everybody but if you try it let me know. I’d love to have a kayak-to-kayak
QSO with a 4S member someday.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. The actual quote is: "There is nothing--absolutely nothing - half so much worth doing
as simply messing about in boats." - Kenneth Grahame, The Wind in the Willows.
2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBcPdnVNBhA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbmcttsJmos
http://www.n0lx.com/
3. Quick-Stick antenna elements and antenna mount purchased from Quicksilver Radio.
4. http://www.w0ipl.net/ECom/NVIS/nvis.htm

Build It, Ideas !!! #1

Motel Power Supply
By: Terry – WAØITP
Joe, WØMQY, and I were talking (err.. typing) on PSK one evening about a regulated
power supply for motel QRP ops. We thought that a wall wart might be a good place to
start. So I scrounged around in the wall wart stash (we all have one dont we?) and found
one rated at 14v at 700ma output. That's nearly 10 watts so this thing should work. It's a
GE model 5-2154C and I found a bunch of references using the Google and Yahoo
search engines. Most were for sales offers for $2.99 new!!
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Testing is prudent with junk box parts so I hooked up a 27 ohm load and plugged it in. 15
minutes later the wart was just barely warm and load was too way hot to touch. The
output voltage was constant at 15 volts the whole time. Thats a little over 8 watts so I
figured it passed the test. Test results of the final configuration are listed at the end of this
article.

I've built several wall wart power supplies in the past by just gluing a regulator on them
and wiring it up. Below is one I stuck together a coupla years ago for my Nescaf filter, a
fine audio filter kit offered by the New England QRP Club. One thing to remember about
warts is that they're usually only at the rated voltage when the output is at the rated
current. Other wise they're over or under the marked voltage, depending on the load. This
particular wart was rated at 9 volts at 200ma. The NEScaf filter expected 12 volts at a
light load, so I used a 7812 and it worked fb, with plenty of headroom for the regulator.
They've all worked well when built like this, so I thought I'd build the Motel Power
Supply (MPS) the same way. The two pictures at the right are of the final MPS showing
the wart, heat sink, and 7812 before I goobered up the wiring with silicone to stabilize
and insulate it. Thats a .33ufd cap on the input and .1ufd on the output.
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This regulator application would need a heat sink and I happened to have one in the
junque box. Mounting the regulator on it, epoxying it to the wart, and wiring it up was an
easy job. The grey blobs are JB Weld epoxy.
Heres's some Test results:
Load: 440 ma
Regulator input Voltage: 15.75
Regulator output: 11.95
Heat Sink Temp After 10 Min: Pretty warm but could keep finger on it.
Load: 665 ma
Regulator input Voltage: 14.73
Regulator output: 11.98
Heat Sink Temp After 10 Min: Very warm couldnt keep finger on it, but not destructive
to the components..
The duty cycle of Morse is probably less than 50%, perhaps 40% (just a guess), so the
MPS won't run this warm in actual practice. Last but not least I checked out the ripple on
the DC by listening with an audio amp, and nothing heard. Not a scientific effort, but
probably an ok method.
So there you have it. If you have a well stocked junque box, you can build it for next to
nothing. It's cheap, easy, and works. All good ham radio attributes, but you've heard that
from me before. If you build it, pse email if you have any questions, and let me know
how it works for you.

Help Coming For Poorly Translated Manuals
By K5KVN, on the scene
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San Francisco, Calif. — Ham radio manufactures have inked a deal with the popular language
learning software Rosetta Stone, in an effort to ease frustrations with poorly translated
programming manuals.
Baowood marketing officer Lin Rosen admitted that a problem exists but they can’t change the
manuals. “Our hands are tied! We have a long-term contract with the translators of our manuals.
We can’t change them.”
A Yaecom official who wished to remain anonymous agreed. “We have a manual that reads
‘celebrate the aerial about the transmission.’ I have NO IDEA know what that means.”
The solution, according to radio manufactures, is not to change the manual but teach customers
the additional languages. Beginning in 2014, most major radio manufacturers will ship the
software for free with new radio purchases.
In addition to handling all “traditional” languages such as Chinese, Spanish and French, the
software package will also help with the troublesome “broken English.”
Only one radio manufacturer did not take part in the agreement. Peanut Whistle Transmitters,
whose popular QRM modules and radios with celebrity catchphrases are gaining popularity, said
they will continue to offer their manuals in three variations, unique to their brand: Cajun,
Southern Slang and Pig Latin.
### hamhijinks.com

Four State QRP Group
is now meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown
Seneca. From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the
railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
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Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the
downtown area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown
where a "U turn" is permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in
front of the restaurant.
Our group is an informal organization with no officers, no rules, no dues or any other things to get in the
way of having fun with QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and

information, parts swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.

Dan - KB6NU's Column
Special event stations educate, entertain
I like special event stations. I enjoy operating them and making contact
with them. Whenever I operate WA2HOM, our club station at the Ann
Arbor (MI) Hands-On Museum, one of the first things I do is to search for
special event stations.
One of the reasons I enjoy operating special event stations is that it's
educational. For example, on November 17, I worked W4D in Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico. They were commemorating the 520th anniversary of the
discovery by Europeans of the island of Puerto Rico. As a result, I learned
that on November 19, 1493 Christopher Columbus landed on the island,
naming it San Juan Bautista in honor of Saint John the Baptist, a name
that was later changed to Puerto Rico (rich port).
Working special event stations is also entertaining. Most times when you
work a special event station, you can tell that they're having a good time.
One time, I worked W4B, operating from the Kentucky Bourbon Festival.
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Now, those guys were really having a great time!
How do you find special event stations?
One way to find special event stations is to just tune around. Most special
event stations will be operating at least a 20m phone station, so take a
look at that band first. Also, consult the special event stations listings in
QST or on the ARRL website (http://www.arrl.org/special-event-stations).
KE2YK also has a special events page
(http://ke2yk.wordpress.com/special-event-station-events/).
In addition to working special event stations, you should consider
organizing and operating one of your own. For the past two years, several
members of our Rotary Club who are also amateur radio operators have
operated W8P on the third weekend in February, which commemorates
the founding of the Rotary Club and helps spread the word about the End
Polio Now campaign (http://www.endpolio.org/). It was not only fun to do
this, but I think that we helped raise awareness about polio around the
world.
Whatever your reason for holding a special event, you'll want to be
somewhat knowledgeable about your topic. For example, if you decide to
set up a special event station at the local Rutabaga Festival, you might
want to know how long they've been having the festival, how many pounds
of rutabagas are produced by local farms and around the U.S., and maybe
even find a couple of rutabaga recipes that you could send out to stations
that work you.
===================================================
When he's not working special event stations, Dan, KB6NU enjoys building
kits and working CW. For more information about his operating activities
and his "No-Nonsense" series of amateur radio license study guides, go to
KB6NU.Com or e-mailcwgeek@kb6nu.com.
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.
Note: on Nov 6 we'll be on CST.
If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR
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